OptixEQ Looks at the 2020 Breeders’ Cup F&M Turf (G1)
By John Doyle

INTRO
The $2 million Breeders’ Cup F&M Turf (G1) is a very strong event and a difficult race to
handicap. Among so many legitimate contenders; a total of nine separate Grade 1 winners are entered in
today’s race, including Chad Brown’s most prominent runners SISTERCHARLIE and RUSHING
FALL.

OptixPLOT2020
This PLOT is a difficult read because we don’t yet have the ability to PLOT the European
runners. The early pace Contention and SpeedRate look average, but it we were able to PLOT the other
runners we would expect it to be above average. Having watched all key Euro races, I will give my
assessment of the contenders in our horse by horse analysis. In turf events, we generally focus on horses
who can finish so we downgrade CIRCLES and upgrade SQUARES.
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PAST 3 RUNLINES
OptixPLOT2020 now has the most recent form-cycle information readily available on the main page.
The fields for the “Past 3 Runlines” are pretty self-explanatory, and we’ve added a new category
“OptixALERTS” which identifies positive form-cycle notes when you hover over the data in the
application. To access full past-performance data, click on the “OptixGRID” button in the header.
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Horse-by-Horse Analysis Using OptixPLOT2020
Note: for more detailed trip-note information where applicable, you can go to OptixGRID and click on
the Extended Comments.
#1 STARSHIP JUBILEE (10/1) never runs a bad race, PLOTs strongly, but like other EP types she has
been able to work out favorable trips (see red OptixNOTES keywords). In her only state-side Grade 1, she
finished behind the two Chad Brown runners and MEAN MARY who are also entered in here.
#2 SISTERCHARLIE (6/1) hasn’t been the same mare at six years old that she was at 4 and 5 years old,
but she is still capable. She was against the flow (X_FLOW) in her last race so there is some logic for
thinking she can continue to improve. Today’s distance is optimal for her. You just don’t want to take too
short a price on her at this point in her career.
#3 PEACEFUL (12/1) doesn’t appear to have made the necessary progression from two to three. Maybe
she did not like the ground on her most recent start, but she was terrible and she ran well previously under
similar circumstances. I do not think the distance and pace dynamics will suit her.
#4 MEAN MARY (7/2) will most likely be setting the early pace. She’s had a great season but, like some
other early pace types., she’s had good dynamics in her favor (see all the red keywords in her previous
OptixNOTES). There are some real quality early pace pressers who could potentially take something out
of her late kick. This is her toughest challenge to date.
#5 MY SISTER NAT (12/1) is a deep closer who will come running late. Her stable mates
SISTERCHARLIE and RUSHING FALL might get more of the wagering attention, but this lightly
raced 5 year old mare is in career form and peaking at the right time. She has the biggest Surface/Distance
SQUARE on the PLOT. At a minimum, she is definitely worthy of exotic inclusion.
#6 RUSHING FALL (5/2) is a top quality mare and worthy of serious attention, however she might not
get the same soft tracking trip she got in her G1 Diana win. In fact, she has had bevy of good trips
recently. She has been facing smaller fields of 5, 8 and 5 in her last three races. Today, she faces a full
field of quality filly and mares with a different pace dynamic, and she will be asked to go farther than she
has ever traveled. She’ll most likely be an underlay in a field consisting of 10 separate Grade 1winners.
#7 TEREBELLUM (20/1) has declining OptixNOTES grades in last three races (C+, B-, B). In two of
those races, she benefitted from positive pace dynamics (FLOW and EASY_LEAD/LONE). Maybe she
needed her last and could improve with expected firmer ground.
#8 MUCHO UNUSUAL (30/1) looks too slow and is below on class. Also her PLOT is negative relative
to the winning and in-the-money track profile.
#9 HARVEY’S LIL GOIL (20/1) won Grade 2 QE II last time at today’s track. However that day she
plotted as Q1 SQUARE On Surf/Distance. Today she PLOTs as Q2 CIRCLE. That doesn’t even consider
the impact of the Euro runners. At only 3 years old, there’s potential for more upside, but this is not going
to be an easy task.
#10 CIVIL UNION (12/1) comes into the race in top form and in the third race of her current form cycle.
She is a recent Grade 1 winner, but not as accomplished as several others in here. Her OptixPLOT
position does not fit the winning track profile for today’s surface and distance.
#11 AUDARYA (12/1) is a progressive four year old filly who has run well in both Grade 1 attempts this
year. She does her running from just slightly off the pace. Today she could get a trip similar to her strong
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winning effort in the G1 Prix Jean Romanet. I’m projecting her sitting just off or mid-pack to some of the
main speed contenders including MEAN MARY and RUSHING FALL and getting the first run on the
deep closers SISTERCHARLIE and MY SISTER NAT.
#12 LADY PRANCEALOT (30/1) looks too slow on OptixFIGs. Her best numbers are below the lowend of today’s OptixFIG range.
#13 NAY LADY NAY (20/1) needs to find a way to turn tables on both CIVIL UNION and MY
SISTER NAT who she finished behind in the Flower Bowl. In addition, she will need to deal with several
other more accomplished runners. 9.5f doesn’t seem like her optimal distance.
#14 CAYENNE PEPPER (8/1) is G1 place filly in Europe. In her last 3 races, she has benefited from
comfortable tracking trips. She’ll most likely face much more pace pressure today than she’s been facing
recently in Europe. Her post position draw hurts her chances. She could be vulnerable late.

CONCLUSION
#6 RUSHING FALL and #2 SISTERCHARLIE are the class of the field, but each have a few knocks
against them. For that reason, I am leaning with the Euro #11 AUDARYA , projecting her to sit a good
trip behind the first flight and getting the first run on the deep closers. Of the Chad Brown runners, I like
#5 MY SISTER NAT the best. She appears to be peaking at the right time and I expect her to offer more
value than her more famous stable mates.
Wagering Options:
Win: 11
KEY Exacta 11 / 5,6
Trifecta: 5,11 / 5,6,11 / 2,5,6,7,11
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